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a b s t r a c t
Among all hyphal types formed on substrate particles during solid-state fermentation, penetrative hyphae
are the least studied. Important questions regarding penetrative hyphae remain to be answered: for
example, what determines the ﬁnal length of a penetrative hypha and why do some fungi produce two
types of penetrative hyphae, long and short penetrative hyphae? In this work, we develop a discrete
model to describe the biomass distribution of penetrative hyphae as a function of depth inside solid
particles and apply this model to Rhizopus oligosporus and Aspergillus oryzae, growing in different media.
We use our model to suggest different modes of growth and roles for long and short penetrative hyphae:
the long ones, also called scouting hyphae, explore the composition of the particle and search for new
colonization sites across the particle, while the short hyphae, also called vegetative hyphae, act as anchors
for the colony and as enzyme producers. The same factors, namely the ﬁrmness of the solid particle and
the pressure drop inside the hypha, may determine the ﬁnal hyphal length of both hyphae. Scouting
hyphae may be longer due to a lower pressure drop along the hypha. These hypotheses regarding growth
of penetrative hyphae now require experimental investigation.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The performance of a solid-state fermentation (SSF) process
with a ﬁlamentous fungus is inﬂuenced by the extent of growth
of the network of hyphae formed above and inside the solid particles of the bed. At the mesoscale, the inter-particle spaces are
ﬁlled up by hyphae and the substrate particles soften and shrink as
a result of hydrolysis by enzymes secreted by the fungus. These
mesoscale processes have consequences for the macroscale: in
forcefully-aerated beds, they cause the pressure drop to rise and,
eventually, the shrinking of the substrate bed and subsequent for-
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mation of preferential ﬂow channels; these phenomena reduce the
effectiveness of heat removal from the bed. It is therefore essential
to understand these mesoscale processes [1].
For the study of mesoscale processes, the hyphal network is
divided into four types of hyphae: surface, bioﬁlm, penetrative and
aerial [1,2]. These different types of hyphae are formed at different
stages of the colonization of the substrate particle and are subjected
to different growth conditions, with different hyphae suffering
from either limited O2 availability or limited nutrient availability, or
both. Although all these hyphal types have important roles in SSF
processes, few experimental studies have focused on penetrative
hyphae. Further, there has been no attempt to model the growth
of penetrative hyphae in SSF; modeling work has focused on the
other types of hyphae [1].
Penetrative hyphae grow into the intercellular spaces of the
solid substrate, pushing cells of the substrate apart, and, if the extracellular enzymes necessary for digestion of cell wall polymers are
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produced, they are also able to grow into the lumen of the cell, gaining access to the nutrients within [3]. At the mesoscale, the growth
of penetrative hyphae provides physical support, anchoring the
mycelium to the solid particle, and improves the rate of hydrolysis
of extracellular nutrients by decreasing the distance between the
sites where enzymes are secreted and where the polymeric nutrients are located [4,5]. In addition, the spatial distribution of biomass
inside the particle correlates with the production of some enzymes.
For example, the production of acid protease and acid carboxypeptidase in rice koji by Aspergillus oryzae is related to the degree of
hyphal penetration into the grain, with higher production occurring at lower degrees of penetration [6]. However, the factors that
determine the degree of penetration have not been investigated.
Another aspect that needs to be investigated is the formation of
two types of penetrative hyphae by some fungi, which can be easily observed in the micrographs of Rhizopus oligosporus growing on
PDA (potato dextrose agar) [7,8]. Micrographs obtained at 16 h and
40 h of cultivation show two populations of penetrative hyphae:
short penetrative hyphae and long penetrative hyphae. Most of
the biomass inside the PDA consists of short penetrative hyphae,
which have many branches but only grow as deep as 2.0 mm in 40 h;
meanwhile, long penetrative hyphae have few and short branches
but penetrate up to 4.5 mm into the medium in 40 h. Both types
of penetrative hyphae extend from nodes that are connected by
stolons, forming rhizoids, and provide anchorage for the reproductive aerial hyphae [9]. However, it is unclear as to why two different
types of penetrative hyphae are formed.
The purpose of this work was to develop a discrete model,
which we call a layer model, to describe the growth of penetrative hyphae in solid media. The rules used in the layer model are
based on a visual analysis of micrographs of penetrative hyphae of
R. oligosporus in PDA obtained by Nopharatana et al. [8]. The model
was used to describe the density proﬁles with depth for penetrative hyphae of R. oligosporus in PDA and in an artiﬁcial medium
with -carrageenan, obtained by Nopharatana et al. [10], and for
penetrative hyphae of A. oryzae in particles of a real solid substrate,
namely rice grains, obtained by Ito et al. [6]. The layer model was
further used to raise hypotheses regarding the factors that inﬂuence
the distribution of penetrative hyphae as a function of depth from
the solid surface. A discrete approach was chosen because it can be
extended later to describe the growth of penetrative hyphae in a
three-dimensional space, similar to the model that Coradin et al.
[11] developed for aerial hyphae.

2. Model development
2.1. Data for growth of penetrative hyphae in PDA
The layer model was developed to describe the growth of
penetrative hyphae of Rhizopus oligosporus in PDA, based on the
micrographs obtained by Nopharatana et al. [8] for 16 and 40 h of
incubation. It recognized the existence of the two types of penetrative hyphae visible in these micrographs, long and short penetrative
hyphae, with different growth rules being used for each type of
hypha.
Nopharatana et al. [8] used their micrographs to generate
biomass concentration proﬁles as a function of depth inside the
medium, for both incubation times. At depths greater than 1.2 mm,
which represents the region occupied only by the long penetrative hyphae, there was no signiﬁcant difference in the proﬁles at
the two times, 16 and 40 h. This indicates that the long penetrative
hyphae had grown to their maximum length before the ﬁrst micrographs were obtained, at 16 h, and, consequently, it is not possible
to determine when these hyphae stopped growing. Therefore, this
data set is not helpful for the adjustment of parameters of a model

for long penetrative hyphae. The biomass concentration proﬁles of
Nopharatana et al. [8] can, on the other hand, be used to calibrate
a model for the growth of short penetrative hyphae, which grew
signiﬁcantly between 16 h and 40 h. Therefore, the layer model of
penetrative hyphae was developed for both types of penetrative
hyphae but calibrated only for short penetrative hyphae.
There are only two other sources of quantitative data for penetrative biomass in the literature: one is for R. oligosporus growing
in a starch-containing medium with -carrageenan as the gelling
agent [10], but it presents the same problem for long penetrative
hyphae, with the ﬁrst micrograph being taken after they stopped
extending; the other is for Aspergillus oryzae growing on rice koji
[6], but it only contains data for the short penetrative hyphae.
The experimental proﬁles of concentration of penetrative
hyphae with depth from Nopharatana et al. [8] correspond to short
and long penetrative hyphae together. In order to use this data to
calibrate the model for short penetrative hyphae, it was necessary
to obtain their concentration proﬁle. Since long penetrative hyphae
have only few short branches, their concentration was assumed
to be constant at 0.28 g L−1 over the entire depth. This value was
obtained as the average, in both the 16-h and 40-h micrographs,
between the depths of 1.6 and 3.1 mm, where there are only long
penetrative hyphae. This value was subtracted from the measurements at all depths obtained by Nopharatana et al. [8] to give the
concentration proﬁle of short penetrative hyphae.
2.2. Overview of the layer model for penetrative hyphae
The space below the medium surface is divided by horizontal
planes into a stack of discrete layers, each 140 m thick (Fig. 1).
Branching can only occur at the divisions between layers and, therefore, this layer thickness imposes a minimum distance between
branches of 140 m [12]. The area analyzed in the simulation is
1 mm2 , such that the volume of each layer is 0.14 mm3 . Hyphae
are represented by segments that are 140 m long and have a
cross-sectional area of 100 m2 , which is approximately the crosssectional area of hyphae of R. oligosporus [7]. These segments may
be attached to other segments at both ends, or they may be free at
one end. A free end may represent either the original site of hyphal
penetration into the solid or a tip. Tips can be inactive (incapable of
adding new segments) or active (capable of adding new segments).
The simulation occurs in iterations. During each iteration, an
active hyphal tip produces a new segment, which is always oriented
vertically downwards (Fig. 1), with the active tip being relocated to
the free end of the new segment. At the end of each iteration, each
tip is always located exactly on one of the planes that mark the
boundaries between the layers (Fig. 1). The exact horizontal position of the segment within the layer is not deﬁned, only the layer to
which the segment belongs. Before the end of each iteration, new
branches may be formed and tips may inactivate. The rules governing these phenomena differ for short and long penetrative hyphae
and are described in the next subsections.
During the simulation, for the decisions ruled by probabilities, random numbers were generated using the random number
and random seed functions of FORTRAN, which generates random
numbers (x) uniformly distributed over the range 0 ≤ x < 1.
2.3. Layer model for growth of short penetrative hyphae
The model for short penetrative hyphae initiates with a deﬁned
number of hyphal tips (N0 ), located immediately under the solid
surface, from which penetrative hyphae extend in the ﬁrst iteration,
occupying the ﬁrst layer (Fig. 2A). In all the following iterations, new
tips are added immediately below the surface, at a rate deﬁned by
Nh (tips per hour). The hourly formation of new tips at the surface
could represent the continuous formation of penetrative hyphae
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